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Classroom Observation
Robert West

 

Observer Mary Osborne Class/Group 7O/Gg

School Term Spring Date 31 Jan 2013

Type Teaching and Learning Assistants Duration 60

Subject Area Subject Description

Preamble Part of Review? Yes

Overall Grade This was a geography lesson where student were working on an eco-system and needed to prepare a poster and a
presentation to the class.  Much of the research and preparation had been carried out in earlier lessons and for
homework.

     2     

Ofsted Criterion Grade CPD Needs

Behaviour      1     0

Notes

Rob worked extremely well with a potentially challenging student. His levels of observation and vigilance is exceptional and enables Rob to pre-empt and
prevent any potential issues.

Ofsted Criterion Grade CPD Needs

Checking of Understanding      2     0

Notes
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Rob uses language well with questions to check Kieran's understanding at regular intervals. As a completion task much of the work had been completed for
homework. Kieran explained his poster to Rob where there was an opportunity for further questioning to check understanding.

Ofsted Criterion Grade CPD Needs

Enthusiasm      2     0

Notes

Kieran was pleased with his poster and clearly wanted to present his work in the final section of the lesson. He worked on task throughout the lesson and
talked freely about what he was learning.

Ofsted Criterion Grade CPD Needs

Expectations      1     0

Notes

Rob was clear about his expectations for good focus and attention to the learning task and provided prompts where neccesary to ensure this happened.

Ofsted Criterion Grade CPD Needs

Learning      2     0

Notes

As a completion task the learning was good. Much of the work had already been completed and this lesson was to consolidate and add some extra detail.

Ofsted Criterion Grade CPD Needs

Progress      2     0

Notes

Progress is good in a lesson for completion of a task. Kieran had already completed the task to a good standard for homework and this lesson was used to
add some additional information and prepare for presentation.
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Ofsted Criterion Grade CPD Needs

Teaching Strategies      1     0

Notes

The strategies used to support Kieran through this lesson were appropriate and effective. The high level of observation and vigilance worked well in pre-
empting and preparing Kieran for what was to come next while resources and communication were effective in retaining on task learning.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Activities/Tasks      2     0

Notes

Rob worked mainly with Kieran throughout the lesson with occasional prompting for a few other students within the vicinity. With good use of language and
questioning Rob guided Kieran to complete the activities to a good standard.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Behaviour Management      1     0

Notes

Rob is very observant and vigilant of Kieran's mood and needs and was able to guide him positively so that he focused on the learning tasks and completed
the work to a good standard without any behavioural issues arising.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Communication with Students      1     0

Notes

Rob communicates using appropriate vocabulary to suit the needs of a student with an autistic spectrum condition. He used questions extremely well to
promote independent thinking and behaviour modifications.
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Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Differentiation      2     0

Notes

As a largely finishing off task Rob was able to guide Kieran to include additional information for his poster and presentation. Rob guided Kieran to use a
range of resources and used questions to extend learning.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Every Child Matters      2     0

Notes

The level of vigilance show by Rob was very good in being able to respond very quickly and to pre-empt potential issues.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Learning Objectives      2     0

Notes

Rob was clear on the learning objectives for Kieran and reminded him at frequent intervals so that he knew what was expected.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Lesson Pace      2     0

Notes

With the support and prompts provided by Rob, Kieran kept up a steady pace of work and learning throughout the lesson. He was particularly thrilled to have
completed the task and to be one of the students to present their work in the last part of the lesson.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Planning      2     0
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Notes

Rob was clear about the learning objectives and resources to fulfil these and was clearly prepared for supporting Kieran this lesson.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Student Progress      2     0

Notes

As a completion exercise much of the preparation had already been done for this project. Rob guided Kieran to expand some areas of knowledge and
support his presentation of work and preparation for a presentation.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Subject Knowledge      1     0

Notes

Throught the verbal guidance given to Kieran it was clear that Rob has excellent knowledge of this subject and the key elements required for the project.

Focus Area Grade CPD Needs

Use of Support/Resources      1     0

Notes

Rob was very aware of the resources available and gave excellent guidance for Kieran to develop research skills to complete the task.

Reviewee's Comments

Observer Signed Reviewee Signed
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